Movement/ing Provocations in Early Childhood Education
Nicole Land and Ildikó Danis

We removed everything from the centre space of the child care centre. Everything. The basket of books, the green race car track, the toddler-sized wooden kitchen furniture, the neatly stacked lunch table chairs—even the futon was muscled out of the room. Allaying our surprising discomfort with the vastness of the space, we gathered some cherry blossoms from the yard and scattered their damp petals across the floor. Our provocation for the morning was to intentionally foreground motion in early childhood education practice by focusing on how we might generate movement purposefully with children. We hoped to think movement beyond our familiar ways of moving by seeking movements unencumbered by the scaffolding of familiar movement materials such as soccer balls or jungle gyms. We wanted to experiment with movement pedagogically (Rotas, 2015), engaging the tensions, productivities, and pauses of movement. We anticipated an abundance of movement within our indoor space and discussed how we might engage (with) running bodies or draw exuberant explorative movement into intentional engagements within the space. We were startled by how deeply difficult movement can be and how demanding movement is of our pedagogical response-ability (Haraway, 2015).
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As part of an ongoing inquiry-based research project into pedagogical practices at a child care centre in British Columbia, Canada, a collective of educators, researchers, children, and families have been imagining how early childhood education pedagogies and practice might adequately respond to, or engage with, the complex, contested, and politicized worlds of contemporary childhoods. We—Ildikó (an early childhood educator) and Nicole (a doctoral student pedagogista)—position our pedagogical practices within a common-worlding ethic (Pacini-Ketchabaw, Taylor, & Blaise, 2016) and cultivate a sustained engagement with “the broader, relational contexts that children inhabit as integral parts of the universe” (Blaise, Hamm, & Iorio, 2016, p. 2). Our inquiry work launches from a politicized attention to the contested ethical dimensions of pedagogy, wherein a necessity to confront ongoing settler colonialism (Clark, Pacini-Ketchabaw, & Hodgins, 2014; Nxumalo, 2016), a concern with the infiltration of neoliberal paradigms within education (Ashton, 2014; Osgood, Scarlett, & Giugni, 2015), and an impulse to be response-able to contemporary Euro-Western anthropogenic forces (Taylor & Pacini-Ketchabaw, 2015) inform our practices.

In the furniture-free space of the child care centre, we began to put our pedagogical practice to work with movement. Engaging with
movement and pedagogy has not been an encounter with extreme free play. Rather, we work to be deeply intentional with movement
with the children: We approach movement as an ethical, politicized, and intra-active engagement with our complex and fractured (un)
common worlds. In our inquiry work, we wonder what movement can do with bodies, with pedagogy, and with children’s learning,
as opposed to investigating how children can learn movement. We imagine what movement relevant to the increasingly polarized,
colonized, and anthropomorphized spaces of Euro-Western childhood might demand and produce, and how moving might engender a
response to the normalizing, regulatory, and outcome-oriented movement pedagogies that typically inhabit early childhood education.
We attend to how the movements we enable in practice are productive of engagements with worlds and how pedagogical practices shape,
propel, and stall children’s encounters with movement.

In this article, we articulate our inquiry-based experiment with movement in early childhood education, imagining what might be
produced when we think with movement carefully, critically, and pedagogically. We begin by detailing our practices of pedagogical
inquiry (Lenz Taguchi, 2010; Pacini-Ketchabaw, Nxumalo, Kocher, Elliott, & Sanchez, 2015), then confront the current context of
physical activity policies and pedagogies in Euro-Western Canadian early childhood education. Next, we discuss three encounters with
movement: (1) creating conditions with movement(s); (2) movement does…; and (3) attending to uncommon movements. Finally,
we conclude by imagining the potential consequences of our work with movement, gesturing toward the uncertain, contingent, and
generative potentialities of thinking with movement in early childhood education.

### Moving with Pedagogical Narrations

We craft this article as our process of thinking movement (as) pedagogies. Adopting a methodology of relational materialist pedagogical
inquiry (Hultman & Lenz Taguchi, 2010), we think with pedagogical narrations (Hodgins, 2012; Pacini-Ketchabaw et al., 2015).
Gathering pedagogical documentation, we generate narrations as collaborative critical encounters with the uncertain complexities of
practice and pedagogy (Berger, 2015; Hodgins, Kummen, Pacini-Ketchabaw, & Thompson, 2013). We take seriously the view that
pedagogical narrations are “a process by which educational experiences in early childhood settings are narrated and made visible in the
public realm” (Berger, 2010, p. 58). Our inquiry practices are imperfect, experimental, and under continual revision (Springgay & Rotas,
2015). This article works to make this ethic of uncertainty, and our pedagogical discussions, visible as an ongoing dialogue between
Ildikó and Nicole.

Importantly, our inquiry work is concerned with consequence (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012) and attends to generativity—we seek
a “re-imagining of what method [and pedagogy] might do, rather than what it is or how to do it” (St. Pierre, Jackson, & Mazzei, 2016,
p. 105, italics in original). We conceptualize this article as a provocation, rather than a framework to be wholly applied to other sites of
practice (Pacini-Ketchabaw, Kind, & Kocher, 2016). We hope we have created an impulse for inquiry that is precise but not prescriptive,
that is tentative and accountable, experimental and consequential.

### Movement and Euro-Western Canadian Early Childhood Education

We begin our engagement with thinking movement pedagogically by encountering predominant frameworks for conceptualizing
movement in mainstream Canadian early childhood education policy and practice. After tracing how “movement” is subsumed into
“physical activity” and “health” in policy documents, we interrogate mainstream movement pedagogies in Canadian education to make
visible how these policies translate into strategically regulated pedagogical practices.

#### Movement in British Columbia Early Childhood Education Policy

In British Columbia, early childhood education practice and pedagogy are guided by three central documents: the Child Care Licensing
Regulation of the Community Care and Assisted Living Act (Government of British Columbia, 2016) details operational and training
requirements for early years practice; educator development and professional competencies are outlined in the Child Care Sector
Occupational Competencies (Government of British Columbia, n.d); and curriculum development and pedagogical practices are guided
by the British Columbia Early Learning Framework (Government of British Columbia, 2008).

The Child Care Licensing Regulation gestures toward movement-related practices through concepts of “health” (Part 4, Division
1.46), “physical development” (Schedule G, Section 44.1), “physical growth” (Part 4, Division 1.43), and “large and small muscle
skills appropriate to each child’s level of development” (Schedule G, Section 44.1). “Movement” is explicitly integrated once into
this document (Schedule G, Section 44.2). Within the Child Care Sector Occupational Competencies, movement is referred to as “small and large motor development” (Activities 1C.1) and is mentioned in relation to the requirement for programming to address children’s developmental and educational “needs” to “ensure health” (Activities 1C) and an attention toward “development of the whole child” (Activities 2A.3). “Movement” appears once in the Child Care Sector Occupational Competencies (in a footnote) related to the implementation of programming that includes a variety of learning opportunities for children (Activities 2B.1). The British Columbia Early Learning Framework integrates movement as a form of expression (p. 9) and as communicative engagement (p. 30), and argues that educators should consider how movement is supported within different environmental designs (p. 14).

We contend that the limited presence of the term “movement” in the Child Care Licensing Regulation and Occupational Competencies is symptomatic of a carefully politicized transformation of movement into physical activity that is enabled by intertwining majoritarian Euro-Western early years policies with the contemporary Canadian obesity apparatus. Our argument is consistent with numerous critical analyses in post-developmental early years theorizing that make visible the politicized character of early years policy while probing the mechanisms by which policy enacts settler colonialism (Nxumalo, 2015) and neoliberal governance (Lenz Taguchi, 2011; Moss, 2016) through techniques of anthropocentrism, individualization, normativity, and the favouring of universalized and predictable developmental trajectories (Blaise, 2014; Kummen, 2014; Taylor, Blaise, & Giugni, 2013; Pacini-Ketchabaw & Nxumalo, 2015).

Coupled with anxieties about the prevalence of obesity—an “epidemic” that is constructed and maintained by neoliberalism, capitalism, and settler colonialism (Beausoleil & Ward, 2010; Evans & Davies, 2012; Rice, 2016)—the regulatory tendencies of mainstream early years policies become increasingly visible. While an exhaustive analysis of the functioning of the Canadian obesity apparatus is beyond the scope of this article (please see Ellison, McPhail, & Mitchinson, 2016; Petherick & Beausoleil, 2016; Rail, 2012), we draw inspiration from critical obesity studies, fat studies, and critical fitness studies to argue that early years policy is built to sustain an obesity-perpetuating system of bodied governance that oppresses undesirable “fat” bodies while concurrently creating the conditions to make these bodies (which tend to be already entangled with racialized, gendered, or ability-related oppression) increasingly “unhealthy” (Rich, 2011). Echoing the assertion that contemporary conceptions of health emerge from the conflation of Euro-Western notions of citizenship, morality, and productivity with physical wellness (Gard, 2016; Guthman, 2011; LeBesco, 2011), we argue that the inclusion of physical activity in early years policy is framed as an antidote to unhealthiness, where “unhealthy” serves as a proxy for “not normal.” As such, physical activity foregrounds neoliberal technologies of normativity, individualization, and universalized developmental trajectories (Elliott, 2016; Evans, 2010; Rice, 2007), technologies that create “unhealthy” bodies and then continually remark noncompliant, nonnormative, undesirable bodies as unhealthy. We contend that crafting movement as physical activity in early childhood education works to discipline and regulate “unhealthy” bodies, which reaffirms systemic oppression related to (un)health, which then delimits acceptable ways for educators and children to do movement: Movement becomes physical activity, becomes policy, becomes health, becomes normal and legitimate bodies.

Pedagogies of Movement in Canadian Education
In Canada, the concept of physical literacy—the ability to “move with competence in a wide variety of physical activities in multiple environments that benefit the healthy development of the whole person” (Mandigo, Francis, Lodewyk, & Lopez, 2009, p. 28)—is a central figure in pedagogies of physical activity. Physical literacy pedagogies in Canada tend to be rooted within developmental conceptions of childhood that trace early movement competence into sustained physical fitness through adulthood, while parsing movement into independent components of literacy (please see the Long Term Athlete Development Model from the Sport for Life Society [2016] and the division of movement into locomotor, object control, and balance skills). That the fundamental movement skills of physical literacy be quantifiable and subject to evaluation is of utmost importance to physical literacy pedagogies (Tremblay & Lloyd, 2010) because these pedagogies are concerned with effectively preempting the development of unhealthy adult Canadians and the economic and social consequences the obesity apparatus (and, therefore neoliberal governance) assigns to fatness and inactivity.

In early childhood education in British Columbia, physical literacy tends to interject in pedagogy as prescriptive activity lesson plans (e.g., Healthy Opportunities for Preschoolers by Temple & Preece [2007] and Healthy Beginnings for Preschoolers 2–5 from the Chronic Disease Prevention Alliance of Canada [n.d.]), authoritarian guidelines for physical activity type and duration (e.g., Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines for the Early Years by the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology [n.d.] and ParticipACTION Early Years Guidelines [2016]), and “objective” evaluative mechanisms to identify children who may be in need of physical literacy support (e.g., Canadian Assessment of Physical Literacy from the Healthy Active Living and Obesity Research Group [2014–2016]). Numerous post-developmental analyses of physical activity pedagogies make visible how physical literacy discourses enact governmentalties of citizenship, individualism, responsibility, and aesthetics (Evans & Rich, 2011; Larsson & Quennerstedt, 2012; Lundvall, 2015; Nyberg & Larsson, 2014). We are concerned here with the consequential extensions of these pedagogies (Kummen, 2011) whereby physical
Physical literacy pedagogies perpetuate regulated and outcome-oriented engagements with movement by enacting clear, seemingly objective demarcations between “physically active” and “unhealthy” movements:

The basic movement skills … can be developed through the following four activities [athletics, gymnastics, swimming, skating]. In combination, they provide a base for all other sports… Without the basic movement skills, a child will have difficulty participating in any sport. For example, to enjoy baseball, basketball, cricket, football, netball, handball, rugby and softball, the simple skill of catching must be mastered. (Long Term Athlete Development Model, Sport for Life Society, 2016, p. 24)

Physical literacy delimits possibilities for movement by positioning the acquisition of specific, measurable skills as a developmental imperative (“without movement skills, a child will have difficulty”), clearly describing the required skills and the activities that must be offered to achieve those skills (“locomotor, object manipulation, and balance skills can be developed through athletics, gymnastics, swimming, and skating”), and rooting the attainment of these skills in existing narratives about healthy, happy, normative Euro-Western childhood development (“to enjoy baseball, catching must be mastered”). These physical literacy pedagogies draw on evidence-based knowledges and deploy techniques of individualization, normativity, responsibility, and citizenship (Markula, 2014; Markula & Kennedy, 2011; Wiest, Andrews, & Giardina, 2015) to assert the legitimacy of specific governmentally and developmentally approved forms of movement over others (“now that we’ve taught this child to catch a ball, they have the skills to be a physically fit [white, able-bodied, cis-gender], healthy [inexpensive], and active [attractive] adult [long-term consumer]”). Physical literacy pedagogies do not attend to the movements that are intentionally excluded, or inadvertently erased, by the regulated, outcome-oriented reduction of movement to physical activity.

Foregrounding Movement in Practice
Our experiments with movement enact an ongoing response to existing policies and pedagogies of movement, but do not beget a wholesale negation of these practices. We do not wish to argue that physical literacy pedagogies are (always) bad, but we do assert that these are specific, contextual, and consequential mechanisms of settler colonial and neoliberal governance that impose problematic boundaries on the possibilities for movement. In the following encounters with movement, we dialogue with pedagogical documentation to consider possibilities for thinking with movement with pedagogy in early childhood education.

Movement/ing Encounters

Creating Conditions with (Tree-Cookie-Lung) Movement

Nicole: Throughout our inquiry, we experimented with different configurations of the space. We removed the furniture, investigated how we can move with lighting and shadows, tested how we might move with textiles and tree cookies (wooden cross-sections cut from a tree), and worked with hanging streams of paper. Movement responded to these provocations in different ways as we changed tempo, paused, tracked across the floor, or flipped upside-down against walls, and felt differently (un)familiar. We attended to how the material conditions of movement mattered, of how moving with a certain tree cookie or shadow created an emergent set of possibilities for moving. But this attention to the consequences materials held for movement seemed inadequate when we debated what might be happening with movement—the conditions that enabled/constrained movement seemed to extend beyond simple translation, where a tree cookie might generate one movement and a shadow another. We also burrowed into a more expansive, less readily measurable, consideration of movement. We became concerned with how we create conditions with—not for—movement. Questions of how we transformed (with) more than the physical conditions of the room led to an attention to how we engaged with the space and moving within that space, at the same time. I wonder what this shift from noticing how different materials produced different movements, to attending to how materials and movement create together might mean for thinking movement pedagogically?

Ildikó: I tend to think that removing physical “barriers” from the environment (removing all the furniture, objects, and materials that were always there before, those items that the children got used to having around) and educators “being on board” with the experiment resulted in the formation of unexpected or not-yet-seen movements exhibited by children—which were not new, in the sense they were not movements that children could never do before. What was interesting and inspiring was how children got to the performed moves in their own unique ways, and how it was supported by the educators. There wasn’t a set goal for the children to achieve, and movements were not performed by educators for the children to mimic or copy. How can educators better empower children to recognize their own
individual moves, moves evoked by themselves, by their own curiosity or their responsiveness to the environment around them? What moves are children drawn to more or attracted to over others? Why?

For example, tree cookies perched on children’s bodies. I remember hearing children’s breathing and watching them observing their own bellies moved by the air they breathed in and out. So much was there in those moments. Toddlers willingly lying still on the floor, controlling their breathing. Discovering that if they laughed, the cookies would slip off their bellies.

Nicole: I am taken by your point that movements we noticed were not new “in the sense they were not movements that children could never do before.” That is, we did not create a magically unique set of conditions for movement that allowed for brand new, totally inventive movements to happen. Rather, movements created with/through/in our inquiry were made perceptible, or were generated, differently than how movement is typically performed in early childhood. This has substantial implications for thinking movement pedagogically, because it expands the scope of what “counts” (or interjects) in movement pedagogies. It is not simply a question of reconfiguring the spatial or material conditions of movement, but of reimagining the movements that can be perceptible in early childhood.

For example, we emptied the entire space on numerous consecutive inquiry days, but I was continually frustrated by the extreme variation in potential movements that emerged over those days. Some days, we noticed motion that pulled at the borders of familiar movements, such as when children experimented with tree cookies balanced on bellies. Other times, children ran in repetitive circles. If I consider this variation in terms of the conditions we created for movement, I am left assigning this variation to individual children’s energy level or desire to recreate “fun” movements: If the space was the same, I have to account for this difference in children’s behaviour and in the human bodies in the room. If I root this movement variation within an expansive consideration of movement and pedagogy, I understand that running is perceptible through physical activity discourses, while noticing how tree cookies push back against lungs as children inhale and exhale is absent from these knowledges. Tree-cookie-lung-movement did not simply “happen” when we laid out the tree cookies, but was created with movement, with a politicized ethic enacted by educators in the space to reimagine the possibilities for movement. Tree-cookie-lung-movement does not emerge spontaneously, but is generated with deeply intentional politicized movement pedagogy.

Ildikó: Nothing could, and did not, happen without creating dialogue with movements. Children, educators, and pedagogistas were in a situation where every bit of movement, moving of anything—sounds, gestures, body language, positions, response-moves—was so visible that it was impossible to not notice even the slightest motion or variation. Because of the emptiness of the room, it was interesting to experience how careful educators were with our words.
**Movement Does... (Body-Blanket Tumbles)**

**Nicole:** This movement-dialogue-language connection you are discussing extends the politics of thinking movement pedagogically into a consideration of how we conceptualize the concept and consequences of movement. It matters if we use the words “movement” or “physical activity,” but simply swapping our language does not constitute a reconceptualization of movement in early childhood education. How we theorize movement is of great pedagogical import. Philosophical debates about what movement is or what constitutes movement are fascinating, but within our inquiry work, our impulse would be to ask what movement does: How does movement produce? How do the consequences of movements matter?

As I turned back into the room after carrying the final stack of chairs to the yard on the very first morning of our inquiry, I felt this quote by Erin Manning (2014) push forward in my brain: “A philosophy of the body never begins with the body; it bodies” (p. 163). That is, bodies and movement are not independent entities that preexist one another, but are ongoing, emergent, connective, and productive. Bodies do not “do” movement; movement happens *with* bodies; bodies matter *with* movement. This ethic flips physical literacy pedagogies on their heads, because it emphasizes that coming to movement with an understanding that “I am going to jump and a jump looks like this” is not movement, but repetition or replication. This is not to say that any idea of jumping is not relevant to early childhood, but that preformulated notions of jumping produce different consequences than other understandings of movement. Repetitious or replicated movements do things in early childhood education, as do other types of movement. Physical activity discourses and tree-cookie-lung-movements produce different engagements with bodies, materials, and politics. Thinking movement pedagogically requires that we consider how different consequences produced by different movements might be relevant to children’s lives.

**Ildikó:** I am inspired by this quote: “We engage in thinking beyond instrumentalism, which reduces things to surface qualities and functions and treats materials as merely what mediates learning and developmental processes” (Pacini-Ketchabaw, Kind, & Kocher, 2016, p. 3). In our inquiries with movement with toddlers, we engaged in thinking beyond instrumentalism. Removing all that was able to be removed from the indoor environment, we set aside our and the children’s relational connections to furniture, objects, toys, and materials. It was an attempt to see what bodies and gazes could do with the “only (?)” other thing left to do (we imagined), which was moving. One of the goals for us with movement was to reassemble early childhood spaces, to (in thinking with movements) to strip down the environment to a bare minimum. We found that relationality is central to encounters with movements.

![Figure 2. How does movement do (with) relationships?](image)

**Nicole:** It seems we are noticing how movement does relationships, but also that these relationships are not outcome oriented. Rather than purporting that we need, for example, to build trusting, safe relationships with children to effectively teach balancing skills, we are attending to how moving *is* relational, how movement is a process and practice of negotiation, connection, co-creation, and experimentation. I am reminded of a moment where many children piled into a large blanket, which was pulled, lifted, and tousled by adult-bodies. This is an incredibly textured moment for me—it was so productively tumultuous as elbows bumped into ribs, the
blanket grew a hole, biceps became exhausted. Physical activity pedagogies can make meaning of this moment as a site of goal-directed relationships, where children resolved disputes over elbow space and learned spatial awareness in relation to other bodies. However, attending to this moment to consider how movement does relationships produces this moment otherwise: Body-blanket-tumbling movement(s) are a contested, contingent co-creation with movement, where parsing one elbow from another becomes irrelevant as the movement generates each body, together (Lenz Taguchi, Palmer, & Gustafsson, 2016). This moving-relationship is not measurable, but is productive of future possibilities for moving-relationships.

Movement doing relationality is incredibly political. Jackson (2016) articulates “the backflip as an ontology of movement” (p. 183), exploring motion as an explicit engagement with politicized, contested forces and milieus. Jackson argues that the backflip is communicative, but as expansive and distributed connectivity, where communication is not necessarily literal or straightforward (or just between human bodies), but is speculative and expansive and connective and timely—and always political. Movement is connective, not because we make it so or create the conditions for it to be understood relationally, but because it does relationships. We keep saying how “we” reconfigured the space by removing the furniture, but perhaps the rearticulation of the space did not pause there, and is continually (re)done through moving relationships. The idea that we might plan for movement becomes complicated: How can we anticipate, but not preempt, movement as it does relationship(s), such that we can be purposeful in our engagements with the politics of movement, but not prescriptive?

Ildiko: When I really felt the connection with children were those moments where moves that we discovered together returned. Some of the most fascinating moments were when educators’ and children’s histories with movement met up. Children’s ways of evoking moves they had already exhibited before in a different context met with moves that educators discovered in themselves, either by recalling a long forgotten move or remembering with excitement their movements from their earlier lives.

An ethical movement relationship between children and their educators—that is, one in which both children and adults have the right to discover and build, or perhaps, in the case of the educators, pause, hold on—and their already happening practices of moving. It is a process, a delicate encounter, often full of frictions. Movement is a process of discovering, rediscovering, and, most importantly, negotiating the “truths” communicated by different movements, with the necessity of connecting through different movements.

“We Got Grounded”: Attending to Uncommon Movements

Ildiko: Throughout our three month-long movement provocation, more and more and different materials were declaring their presence in the environment. It was very visible that the earlier experimental and differential encounters with movement, which were often slowed and/or captured the velocity of new assemblages of movements, were a cogenerated experience.

For example: the feet. With no materials to engage with, we discovered a different agency or force with the children. We got grounded. All sorts of things began to happen with and around our feet. In no other situation before I have seen children interrogate and experiment with moves that originated from moving their feet, toes, legs. Again, there were maybe no new movements discovered, but there were certainly new ways of finding, paying attention to, and being with moves that were evoked by “being grounded.”

Nicole: With “getting grounded,” we are starting to talk about the complexities of politically, and pedagogically, attending to movement. “Getting grounded” invoked, in our inquiry, a mode of attending to bodies, spatiality, and co-creation. As we engaged with movement pedagogically, we noticed that movement was drawing hands and feet toward the ground, while we worked to extend our attention toward what this different arrangement of bodied-space might produce and why it might matter. Physical activity pedagogies might interpret the pulling of hands toward the floor as children exploring their bodies in space in order to develop gross motor skills, emphasizing the agency of the child putting their hands on the floor. We oriented toward how this drawing of hands to carpet reconfigures the possibilities for moving in early childhood education, which involves attending to the expansiveness of how movements unfold. Here, thinking movement with pedagogy involves actively attending to the other-than-human agencies and intensities that matter with movement.

When we attend to movement as something done only by/with/from/through human bodies, what happens? It seems, in our discussions thus far, that we have been noticing relationality and connection and generation and conditions with bodies. I wonder if this is an adequate movement ethic for contemporary Euro-Western education? Rautio and Jokinen (2015) enact a “snow pile children” ethic whereby snow pile children are not only individuals and not only humans, rather one clustering and temporal subject which has one collective more-than-subject voice. This voice screams both “I am not here (in the way that you think I am)” and “let me be.” (p. 13)
Attending to snow pile children marks a register of coextensiveness, where pedagogy responds to momentarily perceptible enactments of more-than-human bodies and their consequences. This proposition brings together our encounters with generating conditions with movement and interrogating how movement does relationality to make clear that thinking movement pedagogically demands a focus beyond only human bodies. The how of this attentiveness is a provocation I will carry into our future movement inquiries. For Rautio and Jokinen (2015), attending to snow pile children makes visible the limits of adult/educator/human attention: How do movements do (or scream, stretch, seek) the “I am not here (in the way you think I am)” or “let me be”? How might pedagogy attend to uncommon movements, and how might pedagogy need to become differently response-able to uncommon movements? Here, movement and ethics are deeply entangled.

Figure 3. What might attending to common and uncommon movements produce?

Ildikò: I think it is definitely an educator’s responsibility to make space for pedagogies to attend to uncommon movements. The biggest challenge is how we can encounter movement pedagogy histories respectfully while we make our moves to choose change. We have to be careful with appropriation or creating new “rules” for movement. Thinking about movements in early childhood settings, educators still have the luxury/chance/privilege to respectfully interpret early childhood frameworks in unique ways, which we learn from earlier experiences shared by educators, researchers, and children and policies. (How political is that itself?) We can be frontiers and we can have our continuing missions to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life, new politics, and to boldly move where/how no one has gone before!

Nicole: This is an important reminder for me: Physical activity and physical literacy pedagogies do matter to Canadian and Euro-Western early childhood education. This analysis, and our inquiry work, does not intend to ignore this, but is relentless in contesting the supremacy of these movement discourses. This project is not a suggestion that movement is organic to childhood, nor does it engender motion as an enchanted balm against the regulatory governance of obesity, health, and physical activity discourses. Rather, we are making visible how, and why, we might think movement pedagogically.

For me, “getting grounded” is a literal ethical encounter with movement and pedagogy. It is pushing my palms, in collaboration with the children, into the prickly carpet, tracing the indents that the licensing-sanctioned flooring fibres leave on my white-settler skin, following the strength in my wrists up through my history as a hockey player in athlete development programs sustained by physical literacy discourses, and noticing the tensing of my shoulders as a response to problematic obesity and health rhetoric, while knowing that my muscles generate force in specific ways because of their participation in cycling classes borne of these health discourses. “Getting
grounded” is taking the contested politics of movement as a provocation, not a prescription, for pedagogy and practice, an attention to how movement does politics, does ethics, and does pedagogy, and a demand that we be response-able, move-able, with the complexities of moving in contemporary Canadian early childhood education.

Moving Provocations for Moving Pedagogies

Thinking movement with pedagogy requires that we consider how different movements, and the differential consequences, relations, and politics they enact, might be relevant to children’s lives in increasingly complex, contested, and controlled spaces of childhood. It demands that we imagine what moving pedagogies response-able to contemporary times might produce, while interrogating how mainstream movement pedagogies and policies constrain and enable different possibilities for moving.

Thinking movement pedagogically is a question of confronting physical literacy discourses that require children master ball-catching skills and redeploying these dictates as critical engagements with the potentiality of movement, a shift from “How do I teach this child to correctly catch a ball?” to “What might children-ball-catching relations do with pedagogy?” It demands that we make physical activity policies vulnerable as we reconceptualize the perceptibility of movement in early childhood, transforming questions of “How will ball catching fulfill our daily physical activity requirement?” to “How might children-ball-catching bodies enact politicized encounters with complex worlds?”

Movement matters with early childhood education pedagogies. But more than this, we argue for an attention to, and a politicized reengagement with, how movement matters with early childhood education.
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